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R/ Heat the remaining bones 
until they are white and 
softened. They are very 
powerful and are much better 
than Cornu Cervi ustum. Better 
astringent and glue-like: I found 
them very powerful on many 
occasions.





Wherein are included such 
simplicia and composita as will 
be stored in the “Medicinal  
Shop“ and the City-Pharmacy



• Acetum florum Cuspidum
• Called in Malayan
• Tanjoni, Boea Tanjong
• (Mimusops elengi L. a flower-extract is 

given for fevers)

• Acetum Florum Malatti
• (Jasminum sambae, still in use 

nowadays, to stop lactation, and an 
aqueous extract for eye-complaints)

• Acetum Fructus Nam Nam
• (Cynometra cauliflorum, more a 

vegetable today that a medicine)



Nam Nam



Take Herbae Cochleariae 
Florentis, which grows here, as 
much as you want. Crush it, put 
it in a copper kettle, add a 
sufficient quantity of Spiritus 
vini, heat it slowly, as to prevent 
the leaves from burning: pour 
the distilled Spiritus over some 
fresh leaves, distill it again, and 
store that then until needed.



While the Flores Chamomillae
imported here became useless 
usually, it is better to get the 
oleum destillatum from Europe, 
and mix it here with olive oil of 
coconut oil.



Cardui beneticti and Centaurii 
minoris can be ordered from 
Europe



Take as much Arak as you want.
Distill it slowly from a kettle; 
distill it again from a flask while 
adding a few handful of lime. 
Distill this Spiritus again in the 
same way, you will obtain
Spiritus vini Rectificatus



Take Ranarum fluviatilium, as 
many as you want. Boil them in 
a reasonable  quantity of 
coconut oil until they are 
molten, filter it and store the 
oleum.



All these preparations of Cornu 
cervi are useless; if you want to 
keep one in use however, Cornu 
Cervi ustum or calcinatum is 
preferred: however, it is nothing 
more than burned earth. And if 
one wants to use Cornu cervi, 
then the rasped is the best to 
make into a fine powder with 
some water, dry it en store it.



Take Succi expressi fructus 
maturi Ananas one pound
Sacchari candi, half a pound.
Let these boil softly together, 
removing regularly the foam, 
and let it boil as long as it 
needs, to obtain the consistency 
of a jelly.


